Driver Education
Final Exam Review Tips

I. Rules of the Road
Targets:
• Identify and explain street and highway signs, roadway markings, and traffic control devices.
• Explain right of way, signal usage and Illinois traffic laws.

How well do you think you know this unit? (1 is the least / 3 the most)

← | →
1 2 3

Unposted speed limits:
1. Residential area: _________mph
2. City area: _________mph
3. Rural area: _________mph
4. School zone: _________mph

5. The basic speed law states?

School buses:
6. When can you not pass a school bus?
7. What is the penalty for passing a school bus?

Signs:
8. All warning signs are what color(s): __________________ & __________________

____________________

Regulatory signs are __________________, __________________ & __________________ colors.

Guide signs are __________________ color.
The following signs, (a.) what do they mean? And (b.) what type are they? Regulatory, Guide or Warning

9. 10. 11. 12.

a. ____________________  ____________________  ____________________  ____________________
b. ____________________  ____________________  ____________________  ____________________

13. When can you make a right on red?

14. What step should you take to make a right on red?

15. When can you make a left on red?

16. What does a flashing red light mean?

17. What does a flashing yellow light mean?

18. Should you enter an intersection as soon as the light turns green? Why or why not?

II. SIPDE
Target:
- Development and use effective visual skills to apply to your behind the wheel experience.

How well do you think you know this unit? (1 is the least / 3 the most)

1 2 3
Terms:
19. Separate________________________________________________
20. Minimize- 1 hazard
21. Compromise- 2 or more hazards
22. Collision Trap__________________________________________
23. Following distance ______________________________________
24. Right of way____________________________________________

Know that there are 5 steps to the Smith System.

25. What are the 5 SIPDE steps? Explain each.
   1.
   2.
   3.
   4.
   5.

III. Natural Laws
   Target
   • Recognize the components of nature and physics that affect vehicle control.
   • Awareness of vehicle’s safety features.

   How well do you think you know this unit? (1 is the least / 3 the most)

   1  2  3

26. Total stopping distance:
   __________________ + __________________ + __________________=TSD

   Know what factors will affect each.
27. If speed doubles it will take ____ times longer to stop.
28. If weight doubles it will take ____ times longer to stop.
29. Does front wheel, rear wheel or all wheel (4 wheel) drive stop quickest?

Skids:
30. If you hydroplane, what should you do?
31. If it is slippery and you skid, what should you do?

IV. Driver Responsibility
Targets:
- Determine appropriate insurance coverage.
- Understand the responsibility of owning a car.
- Make educated decisions about the environment and driving.

How well do you think you know this unit? (1 is the least / 3 the most)

Insurance:
32. Deductible____________________________________________
33. Premium ______________________________________________
34. Required types of insurance in IL _________________________
35. Mandatory coverage amounts in IL _______________________
36. Comprehensive _________________________________________
37. Collision ______________________________________________
38. If you go to court will your insurance pay for court costs?
V. Impaired Driving and Emotions

Targets:
- Recognize how drugs and alcohol and emotions influence driving behaviors.
- Identify and explain how state laws affect drivers.
- Differentiate terms related to loss of driving privileges.

How well do you think you know this unit? (1 is the least / 3 the most)

Zero tolerance: “use it or lose it”:
39. 1st offense under .08 ___________ months suspension.

40. 2nd offense under .08 ___________ months suspension.

41. First offense over .08 ___________ years suspension.

Over the age of 21:
42. First offense ________ months suspension.
43. Second offense ________ months suspension.

44. Refusal to take test ________ months suspension.
45. Over a lifetime you are allowed _____ supervision(s).

46. When is DUI supervision granted?

47. What is HGN? ____________________________

48. What is the Parent Responsibility Act?
VI. Recreational Drive

Targets:
- Locate and perform basic vehicle maintenance checks.
- Developing strategies to sharing the road with unique vehicles.
- Produce directions to and from a specific location.
- Describe the unique characteristics of expressway driving.

How well do you think you know this unit? (1 is the least / 3 the most)

Reversing:
49. In a car: if turn wheels to the right the car will go _________
50. In a car: if turn wheels to the left the car will go _________

51. Backing up a trailer: if want to go to the right turn wheel to the __________
52. Backing up a trailer: if want to go to the left turn wheel to the __________

Motorcycles:
53. When following a motorcycle, increase your ____________

54. Illinois law requires motorcyclists to do/wear two things ___________ & ____________

55. Where do most motorcycle accidents happen? (front, rear, side)

Interstate and Route numbers:
56. Even numbers like 90, 290, 294 go North - South or East-West?
57. Odd numbers like 55, 53 go North - South or East-West?
58. How do you know if an interstate is a bypass or goes to a specific location?
Expressways:
59. Which lane is generally the safest?

60. Which lane is generally for fast traffic and passing only?

61. Which side of the road is going to give you the most information about what is to happen ahead?

62. What is the significance of having an acceleration lane and a deceleration lane?